The Delta Plus "Comfort Duo" provides exceptional comfort and ergonomic support for the user.

Manufactured in Australia, the Comfort Duo range of chairs utilise Dual Density/Dual Hardness moulded foams with the unique split-seat (back section 15% softer than front). The spine is encouraged to maintain an upright position allowing the user to sit correctly.

Standard features on the Delta Plus: "Comfort Duo" include 3 Lever heavy duty ratchet mechanism (3.5mm Steel), ACMA Moulded foam, options include black adjustable arms standard black and alloy 5-star base.
Delta Plus Comfort Duo

Product Specifications:

- Maximum user weight – 135kg
- Seat height (min – max)
  - Std Gaslift 420mm – 560mm
  - Drafting Gaslift 590mm – 840mm
- Back (width x height)
  - Medium back 420mm – 410mm
  - High back 450mm – 500mm
  - Extra High back 490mm – 590mm
- Seat (width x depth)
  - Standard seat 500mm– 475mm
  - Large seat 520mm – 500mm
  - Extra Large seat 560mm – 515mm
- Note: Compressed seat height of 420mm as per AFRDI and Australian standards
- Options: Height Adjustable Arms; Polished Alloy Base; Seat Slide; Lumbar Pump; Friction Soft Tyre Castors
- Australian Made, 10-year warranty
- Warranty is serviced by a Brisbane based Company

81 Baroona Road, Paddington Qld 4064
For further information go to www.chairco.com.au Tel: 3367 3808 E: info@chairco.com.au